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Cardinal kuiiants of’ some topological linearly o?dtired spaces md of topailogiml spacerlr 
which are represem8ble ;as the union of a &nearly ordered (by incluskn) f’amil:y of mnpaco 
spaces are investigated. As one >f the results, it is proved that if a Fmacompact space T is 
representable ilsthe union of a ctin of compact subspaces, then 3’is.a LindeX5f spm. 
1. Introduction 
The index of ccmpactnes:; 2C(?) of a non-compact topologkal space 
r is defined as the smallest cardinal yn such that every open cover of T 
has a subcover of ‘power not greater than m. For a compact T we put 
IC( T) = 1. The ch;~racte:ristir: x(T) is the smahest cardinal m sv,c:h that 
each point of T has a local base of power not greater than m (see [ l 1 ). 
The following results (i4) and (B) are proved inter alix 
(A) Suppose that T is representable asthe uniSn of a linear& ordered 
family of compact: subs.gaces. The following properties then hold: 
(a) Every open cover ?( (:bf T satisfying l?li C IC(3”) has s finite sub- . 
cover (I?( 1 denoting the power of ?e ), 
(b) If T is paracompxt, ithen T is a Lindelijf space. 
(c) If T is a Hausdorf’f spxe, then 
ITI < 21ttT) I 
(E) Let L be a llinearhy ordered, order-complete opological iiipzm hav- 
* This study forms part of a DSc. Tit lesis, submitted at the Technion Israel Institute!: of TSC~IW 
logy under the supemisioti of’ Profcssox H. Hanani. 
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ing (a fist element. Then for every open cover Cv of L; which h;ls no finite 
subcover there exists a point x of L elonging to LCU) sets of’ 
‘e shall regard each ordinal number to be identical with the 
or 1s preceding it, and a cardinal number to be an initial ordinal. For a 
cardinal IIZ, 19t+ will denote the first cardinal greater 
set S and for each A C S and x E S we write x’ 2 A if x & y for every 
y E A. a$ Finally, a znain is a far;lily of sets linearly ordered by (ascending) 
inclusion. 
efiti.tions and properties of cf(S) 
Definition 2.1. A subset S’ of an ordered set S is called a cofinlrl s&et 
of $ if for every x E S there exists X’ E S’ such that x’ 2 X. (See [4] .) 
JIIefinition 2.2. For every ordered set S, put 
cf(S) = min (IS’! {S’ is a confinal subset of S) . 
Evidently, if S’ is a cofinal subset of S, then cf(S’) = cf(S). Mso 
cf(nz) = VI, provided m is a regular cardinal; 
The following theorem is well known. 
Theorem 2.3. If S is linearly ordered, then cf(S) is a regular cardinal. 
efinitiun 2.4. Let 2” be a topological space, We define UC(T) as the 
smallest cardinal yra such that T can be represented as the union of EZ 
compact subspa.ces. Clearly 
3. Chains of compact subspaces 
In this section T denotes a topological space representable as the un ion 
of a chain of compact subspaces, and 3 (wirh or without indices) stands 
for a chain o,f compact scbspaccs of T such that Ud = T 
as the smallest cardinal m su& that there 
exists a chain! 3 satisfying ~cli = m. 
y Definitions 2.2, 2. azd 3.1 we have 
e now prove the fo 
Prooi. Let Cu’ be t:he slzt of itI1 fir&unions of elements of W For (each 
0 E Cu’ there exists a set &?/) E cl su& that (35( U’) $! V. Le,t 
For each A E J there exists ‘a V E V’ such that 1c.1 c U. Iknce 1% C e(U) 
and therefore 3’ i:i; a coGra1 subset of J. Thus 
Note that by Drsfini tions X.2, 2.3 and 3.1, if T is a coml?act spat!:, then 
IC( T; = UC{ = Clh(T) = 1 G cf@;‘. 
For a non-compacst pace T the following theorem holds. 
Theorem 3.3. IC(;!T = UC(T) = Ch(T) = cf(J). 
Proof. There exists an open cover 3t of T which has no firrite subcover 
and such that I ?Q 1 := IC( T’) Il. remains to apply (l), (2’) and Theorem 3.2. c 
As a consequence of Theo1 rem 3.3 we have that if T is a. non-com:pac: 
space and 31, J2 are two chztins, then cf(J, ) = cf(& ), and (by Theorem 
2.3) IC( T) = UC(T) = Ch( 7’) is a regular cardinal. 
Note also that b,y Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 the following ecquivalent s ate- 
ments hold: 
(a1 ) If 3c is an open cover of T which has no finite subcover, then 
WI 3 IaT)* 
(b, ) If 3c is an open cover of T and 13c f < IC(T), then % has a finite 
sub zover. 
( ) 5 is an clpen cover of T which has no finite subcovtir, &:r ?! 
has ~a subcover of power sm4ler than IC(T). 
The? following lelmrna will be used in the proof OF Theorem 3.5. 
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Lemma 3.4. SuppoJXf tkaat: . . 
(i) ~4 is a :huin of subsets of a set R such that W d = R; 
(ii) 99 & a famil) of 2nsn+npty subsets, of R such that !I % = 
) ’ (iii) ‘m & a regz&ir cardinal; 
(iv) each set of sf intersects less than m sets of g ; 
(v) R cannot be covered by less than m sets of c)8. 
l%en 
1931 =cf(Jq=m. 
Define a strictly increasing family {A, I QL < m} C jlQ satisfying zy < fl* 
?s(A,) E Q(.A,) as follows, Let A, be an arbitrary element of SQ. Let 
6 < m, and suppose that A, is defintzd for every a < 6. Put qfl = 
U{crelA,) I a < /3]. We have \93(A,)I < m and 151 <m. Since m is segu- 
lar, we have 1 Cb, I< m and therefore: 93, does not cover R. Hence there 
exists an A, E gQ suc,21 that A, Q Wt$. Clearly, A, E A, and 9 
?B(A,) for every it < 5. 
The sequence {g (A,) 1 a < m} is strictly increasing and therefore 
F&l= m. 
Let 54’ = {A, 1 a < m). We note first that U94’ = R. Indeed, if 
U9a’ # R, then there is an A E SQ such that A $ USC Hence Ud’ c A. 
But then .A intersects each of the m elements of 93, contrary to (iv). It 
follows that ~2’ is a cofinal subset of SQ . Hence, cf( A ) = cf( Se’) = m. 
Now, for each B E a3 there exists an Al <: m such that k n A, + $9. 
Hence&G’8 (A,)c 93,.Thus %=Q,. Cl 
Theorem 3.5. Let R be a topologicxzl space and suppose that: 
(i) A is a chain of subspaces oj’R such that U SQ := R; 
(ii) m is a regular cardkal satisfying m + cf( SQ), and such that for 
(Itvery A E~Q, IC(A)< m; 
(iii) 92 is an open cover faf R whitih has no subcover of power less than 
m. 
Then there exists a point x E R such that every neighborhood of x inter- 
sects at least in sets of 3c. 
ppose to the contrary that for e:ac x E R there exists a neigh- 
which intersects less than m sets of %. Then by (ii) ez:h 
A E 54 intersects Iess t iln m sets 0f Q. Hence by Lemma 3.4 (with ?Z 
iC!$laCed Qly ” ) cf( s7Q ) = m , contrit dictin; (ii). fl 
By 7.kkem 3.3 and by (cr ) and Theorem 3,s (with d replaced by ~8 ), 
we have the following. 
Theorem 3.6. Let m beqn 3zfinite regullzr cardinal such that m < K(T), 
and Cv an open cower of “T which ks no jktite strbcover. Then there 
exists a point x E T such t,“gat.each neighborhood of x intersec,ts at least 
m sets of %. 
Corollary 3.7. lf T is a puacompazt space (and represe?z%ble as the union 
of a chain &ompuct subspaces), then T is a LindeMf space. 
4. A class of linearly ordered spaws 
Throughout his sectic:>n L denotes alinearly ordered ts~c!ogical space 
(with the order topology) in which every bounded increasing sequence 
converges. 
A subset J of L containing every point of L lying between any pair of 
points of j is called a segment. A segment Yihich is also an open, set’ is 
called an opers segment. 
For every x E L, we denote 
‘Theorem 4.1. If cf(L) 3 isO and ‘2 is Q cover of L by open’ segments, then 
there exists an x E L such that 
Roof. Suppose the contrary. But 
J,=u{JIxEJECU),XEL. 
Then for each x E L therle xists a point 4(x j E L such that JX < b(x). 
Let x0 be an arbitrary point of L. The sequence {en (x0) 1 n < u} is 
bounded and strictly incareaising. Let y = lim, __, en (x0 ). By y >p #PC 1(x’~ ) 
for every n, we have y > J~,II(XOI. Let J E 52 be such that y E J. Since 
4” (x0 ) E J for n sufficiently larg z, it follows that for SWC!I r~? 1~ E J C J&a *), 
a contradict-on. Cl 
‘3&e~rem 4.2. Let cf(L) > HO and let 34. be a cover of L by open segments. 
T%err there exists an x E L such that either [x, -) c J for pome J C: 3( or, 
I(J~xEJE3()13cf(L); 
Proof. By Theorem 4. II, there .eiiSts x E L such that JX 2 [x, -). If there 
is no J ECK seich that J 3 [x, -), then for every J containing x and belong- 
ing to cU there is a point #(J) E L satisfying #(.I) >-J. Thus the set L’ := 
{e(J) 1 x E J fj% ) is a cofinal subset of L. Hence 
1 {Jj i E J EZI )I 3 IL’I, > d(L) . ls! 
l’kmrem 4.3. If cf(L) > HO and ?( is an open cover of L, then there exists 
x E L satisfying: 
(i) them exists a U E ?c such that 
Proof. Suppose that (i) does not hold. Each UE?C can be represented as 
the union of a family ig (U) of disjoint open segments. Put ?1’ = U (a(lY) I 
UE Q }. By Theorem 4.2 there exists an x E L satisfying 
The following are simple corollaries of Theorem 4.3. 
Corollary 4.4. If cf(E) > Ho ana ?c ir a finite open cover of L, then there 
is an x E L and a Vi ?t satisfying U 3 [x, -). 
5 lf d(L) > Ho, L is 0 er-complete and’ has a first element, 
and Q! is an open cover of L h l no finite Isubcover, then there exists 
x E L belonging to cf(L) sets 
We prove the following theorems: s 
eorem 5.1. Let T be H~ausd~r)‘f space that is representable as the u&n 
of u chain of compat:‘t subspaces. Suppose that T is not discrete. 77ierx 
(i) ICV) G 2x(T)* 
(ii) ITi’< 2x? ’ 
Proof. If IC( T) = 1, then (i) is trivially true and (ii) follows from [ 1, 
Theorem 31. Suppose now that IC(?) # 1. Let J be a chain of compact 
subspaci:s of ‘,iv whose union is R, an& sulch that 13 1 = I@I:T). Then 
ITI < c {(Cl ICEJ ) < 2x(T%(T). 
Hence it suffices to prove (i). 
Now suppose to the contrary that I@(T) $ 2X(*). We shall show that 
the conditions of [ 1, Theorem 2 ] are satisfied and therefore ITi < 2X( i . 
But for any space we have IC( T) < ITI, which is a’contradiction. * 
Conditions (1) and (2) of that [ 1, Theorem 21 are in the assumptions 
of OUT theorem. Condition (5) is satisfkd since 7 is taken as x(13. If 
I.41 < m, then 17flG IAl’ <I m” = m ; that is, condition (3) is also satisfied, 
(See [ 1, Lemma 43 .) 
Furthermore, if IA. 1 < m, then A can be covered by a subchain d’ of 
and such that Id’/ < im. Hence 3’ is not cofinal in J. Hence tlrea*e exists 
a CO E J containing A. Now to prove that condition (4) hoIds is to show 
ihat A is the intersection of at most m sperr sets. Choose for each x E A 
a local base of power <r and call the union of alf these bases 9% Let Q3’ 
be the set of all fir&: covers of A by sets of g. Now if A is closed, then 
A is compact. Hence nw =:A. Evidently /cis’j < ;~re] < na. (See [ 1, Lem- 
ma 34 .) 
To prove that condition (6) holds #e note first that 7f G m. Then, if 
iA41 2 T* , we choose ;EL sub&t 8 of A of power + . Since B is contained in 
some C E 3 , B has a t:: 3mplete accumulation point. This completes the 
proof. El 
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Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem under ;.he assumption rhat L has 
a fast element, say x0. In this case, however, L is the union of the chain 
( [x0, x ] 1 x E L ) of compact subspates. By Theorem 3.3 we have K(L) = 
cf(‘i;), By Zorn’s lemma it follows that L contains a well-ordered, cofinal 
subset S. 
Let pn be a regular cardinal, and let w < K(L). Let S’ be an initial seg- 
ment of S of ordinal type m. Since S’ B not cofinal in L, there exists a 
suyTemum, x say, of S’ in L. Then X(X, L) 3 m (where X(X, L) denotes 
the smallest cardinal of a base at the point x E L). Hence x(L) >/ m. Con- 
sequently x(L)+ 3 K(L). 
It remains to note that (ii) follows from Theorem 5.1. 0 
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